automatic and

Acquisition

Conversion

I

Processing

Analog
Plotter I

Analog
Plotter II

. ,. _. ._................... e.g. comparators,
special application equipment for non-conventional . . . . . . . . ....,,,.,Jl
certain specific tasks. These instruments vary greatly
universality, flexibility, accuracy, usage, control, input
they allow ,.,,,.,.,.,.,..,. . . . ..., ....
feature a certain degree of task integration,
on the same instrument.
Products of a Digital Station could be
Line and point mapping; image maps
positioning; single model, triangulation
Mass point generation; DTM
Synthetic image products

It can process
Mono, stereo
multi-image arrangements
Terrestrial,
imagery
Different kind of . . . . . . . . . t-> ... sensors, sensor combinations, non-imaging sensor data
~
photographs, . _. . . ; ;. . . ~LU. scenes
U

... ....,..._,....... ...."U-

cartographic editing, incl. annotations
graphics and image
data; generation and
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imagery
Interface to conventional

and output
(hardcopy, softcopy)
large amounts data
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e.g. superof synthetic

Aspects

3.

Digital Station is distinguished by a number of points from conventional photogrammetric
instruments:
- No high precision optical-mechanical parts
- Robust measurement system; no wear and tear
- No instrument calibration, no manual image handling
- Stable images, no deformation over time
- Combination of automatic and operator controlled processing
- High
of interactivity

on a Digital Station in pretty much the
same
as
are
on an
Beyond this the digital concept
opens some interesting new aspects. Photometric operations, like enhancement, contrast
alteration, enlargement/reduction, colouring, etc. can be performed quickly and inexpensively.
an operator on a conventional instrument never needs the whole photograph/stereomodel
at a certain moment for processing, the complete digital images do not have to be operated on
(transferred, accessed, roamed, zoomed, resampled, etc.) at the Digital Station. Even in an
operator controlled mode it would be sufficient to provide for a low resolution overview
display
a
(for
x 1024 resolution: a complete aerial photograph of 23
x 23
at 230
at once) or in a section of the
display/measurement
patches of the complete images could be used for
display at
an operator sees only those parts of the photographs that
are generated
of the optical trains. Those patches could consist of
fiducials,
DTM-mass points, planimetric features to be mapped, etc.
If established
of the images is included in the geometric defmition
the
reestablishing the interior orientation in
used imagery.
c ... rctt:>n'\<l
error
can easily be given to the images
are determined by self-calibration via additional
resampling results much better refined imagery
better accuracy
the derived products. In addition, this
reduction to
model, without any corrections to be applied, also leads to a
great simplification
loop formulae and of any other formulae which are used
for processing.
An interesting option (after the interior and exterior orientations are established) would be to
transfer the
to the normal case and to display and process those images.
Non-standard sensor data could
transformed into perspective
and then processed
with the standard software.
Graphic overlay (superimpositioning) for completeness checking and quality control can be
implemented easily and inexpensively even in the stereo mode.
Exciting new processing techniques can be applied, like image matching of more than two
images (multi-image matching), which should be supported by geometrical constraints, and
simultaneous matching more than one patch with consideration of neighborhood conditions
between
patches (multi-patch matching).
Finally,
all-digital systems provide for real-time data acquisition and processing
capabilities a
sense, which allows
into new application areas.
There are more interesting new aspects to be
when working with all-digital sytems,
most of which will show up
processing procedures are practically implemented on a
system.
In general,
allows execution of otherwise expensive
consuming
o-t-t-·• ,..,,
the
attaining new levels
procedures very
accuracy in
the case of automatic processing.
C.lr\

4 . Design Considerations
A modern Digital Station consists essentially of a workstation type of computer system with a
more or less great variety of add-on devices. Figure 2 shows a possible configuration for a
Digital Station.
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Input
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Hard Disk

Raster Plotter
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Plotting Table
Image
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Preprocessing
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Image I Map
Scanner

..._...

lm~ry

-Array Processor

Display System

Control
Workstation

a Digital

Fig. 2: Digital Station with a variety of add-on devices.
There are basically three different approaches to design and set

a

Station:

(a) Genetic concept
(b) Turn-key image processing system concept
(c) Modular concept
The genetic approach refers to custom-built systems (compare Case, 1982), which might be
of great functionality and performance, but as far as costs are concerned, out of reach for
non-military user.
The turn-key image processing system concept uses an off-the shelf image processing unit to
serve as the heart of the system. Grouped around this unit would be add-on devices in order to
extend the functionality. Typical realizations of this concept are found in Albertz, Koenig,
1984, El-Hakim, Havelock 1986, Gruen 1986 , Gugan, Dowman 1986, with
processing sytems Gould de Anza IP6432,
ARIES
KONTRON
is that some of
functions the
GEMSYS35 respectively. The advantage of this
IP-system can be utilized
photogrammetric purposes
and allows access to
digital domain very quickly. The disadvantage, as we have encountered,

Maxvision
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Euclid
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image storage and display should be as large as
accommodate even
formats. 2 MByte RAM
to store
5
bit scenes. GEMSYS
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not cause a real
rate could be

Technologically
stereoscope, and v..., ............. .._, ..........._,
,...,..,...~"""""'" (thus""'""''''""" ......A.._ ..........., .... ...,

affordable are anaglyph, split screen
have
disadvantage of colour asrelated reduction in graylevel depth

clean 3D-visual
is
restriction to oneperson
overcome
two concepts are popular: the
active
systems
observer wears the shutter device. It
consists of two
whose axes of polarization are rotated by 90°. Between the
(PLZT)
or a liquid cristal1t cell
which can rotate light by 90°, so
light which passes through the first polarizer also passes
through the second.
shutters are mounted similar to eyeglasses and are worn by the
operator. The
to
rate the monitor.
With passive
of the monitor.
shutter
alternates
at the same rate as the images are put on the screen.
author had only the chance to
with colour wireframe . . .
on display.
rate
is only at best 30 %, and might
cause problems
images.
What should also
are
helmet mounted stereo display systems that are
anticipated
use by remote ""'"t-.....,....
robots.
systems typically use two 3.2" (or
smaller)
mounted together on a helmet and fed directly by
(McMillan, 1988).
video camera . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . .,
....,... ,....... .1'-l.......
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Also deserving some consideration is
are

hardware part of the user interface. Here a variety of
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trackball, joystick,
elements on the basis of
measurements with untrained

Bus
If image data has to be channelled through a
rate
creates a
an I/0 access rate
5
serious bottle
the
bus of
MByte/sec is specified. Practical tests
sustained when
x 8bit images per
transferring image data. Our experience
second. This
suffice
a great number point positioning tasks, but certainly not for
"continuous" operator-image interactions like panning and scrolling over large areas, and not
for video real-time display requirements of image sequences.
shortcomings; and fortunately,
Thus a fairly large RAM can compensate for some of
RAM is becoming more and more affordable.
to each
For fast image data transfer "image buses" are
rates
20 MByte/sec. New
other and which are typically clocked at
1) or even 240
architectures already deliver 80
(PIXAR's Pbus).
'"'"'"' ... .r1"'
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1

by a
Point
allows many basic
4
machine
""""'·""'"'t-'''"" equations for x1, y1,

...,......................~._. ...., ...... etc.).
extra processor hardware.
shown their capability in
•
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Hardwired pipeline
Frame recirculating pipeline
Network-switched pipeline
Algorithmic-based pipeline
Systolic pipeline
Cellular array
Augmented cellular array

Recent news about the Connection Machine of Thinking Machines Corporation, MA, with its
16 000 to 64 000 processors working in parallel clearly demonstrates the path that high
performance processing takes. Although this machine "... transformed in two seconds a
cameras into a detailed, two-dimensional
stereoscopic image transmitted by a pair of
contour map" (Elmer-de Witt, 1986), thus obviously solving some of our problems in a
photogrammetric
fraction the actually required
it is much too expensive to
workstation type systems. Nevertheless, even less dazzling, but affordable new developments
will soon change the way image computing is perceived.
The fastest progress in vision system components can be identified those areas which are
more general interest, like general computer cotnponents, or components required for
computer graphics and universal image processing applications. General and special purpose
processors, image memory and image data buses belong to this category. Image Computing is
currently developing at a very fast rate. A characteristic trend is the fusion of the closely related
disciplines of computer graphics and image processing. Powerful systems and subsystems at a
reasonable cost level that have recently emerged are Uust to name a few) PIXAR Image
Image
Computer (Pixar, 1987), SUN's TAAC-1 Accelerator (Transcept, 1987),
systems
to 240/480 MByte/sec
Computer (Computer Graphics World, 1987).
data transfer rates for processor and video
buses respectively, 160 MIPS image and

intersections

current situation clearly indicates that we are at an early stage of development of fully
new
digital photogrammetric systems. First experiences show the great potential of
instruments. Different design concepts are still being tried out, which is not
the
components are
advancing at an
costs .

of image processing and computer graphics hardware requirements and
a
processor engine will ultimately lead to combined image analysis/image
synthesis systems. This development paves the way for truly functional and efficient
photogrammetric systems. As "visualization" will unify the fields of computer graphics, image
processing, computer vision, computer-aided design, signal processing and user interface
studies, photogrammetry- as a typical "vision discipline" -will truly benefit, grow to higher
levels and reach into new applications.
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